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Remote viewing/map dowsing practice 

Please see this contact we have received from the USA. Devon Dowsers  has received 
this message from Lyn Buchanan of the USA and it is posted here for your interest 
and for practice purposes. 

Dowsing practice resource 

I was the trainer in the U.S. military's Controlled Remote Viewing 
(CRV) unit, and have been training since I retired from the military. 

I have around 400 "targets" for remote viewing practice, and most of them have 
dowsing maps associated with them. The viewers are tasked to describe the "target 
site" before looking at their feedback, and since remote viewing includes its own styles 
of dowsing, every "target" that is of a stationary location has a dowsing map included. 

I've been told recently that this is a potentially useful site for dowsers, who can just 
ignore the viewing part and practice their map dowsing, but that most dowsers do 
not know about it. So I thought that I would let you take a look and see whether or 
not your members would like to use this collection as a practice asset. 

I have been posting these targets every Wednesday (with a break in 2013 and 2014) 
since January of 2006. They are free for public use and can be tried at random or can 
even be assigned for group practice or even for dowsing contests, training, whatever. 

Your members would not be responsible for finding the feedback information, of 
course, but could simply use this resource for dowsing practice. If you would like to 
see an example, take a look at the following pages: 

Dowsing Map: 

http://crviewer.com/targets/151111/151111DowseMap.htm 

Feedback: 

http://crviewer.com/targets/151111/151111.htm 

A "calendar" of the "target locations" can be found 
at:  http://crviewer.com/targets/targetindex.php 

When you click on any date on that "calendar", you are taken to a page where there is 
a link to the dowsing map and another link to the feedback map. The feedback shows 
a second copy of the map (usually at the bottom of the feedback information page) 
that gives the correct location. There is also information about the "target" for 
the viewers, but for dowsing practice, that may not be important. 

http://crviewer.com/targets/151111/151111DowseMap.htm
http://crviewer.com/targets/151111/151111.htm
http://crviewer.com/targets/targetindex.php


My  overall web page is:  http://crviewer.com and the index of targets is found under 
the main page menu selection of "Free resources / Target of the Week". 

============= 
(Lyn Buchanan, Executive Director 
Problems Solutions Innovations 
37 Camino Ranchitos, Alamogordo, NM 88310 
(575) 437-8285 email: lynbuchanan@beyondbb.com) 
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